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Despite being born in this country as a third-generation New Jerseyan, I have always felt, as an
African-American female and as a ceramic artist, a degree of alienation. Still, when in familiar
surroundings, I was comfortable with my identity, so I was never compelled to question any of
my assumptions about my place on the world stage – until my recent travels to other countries.
My self-perception as the “other” was completely unchallenged and to a large extent untested
outside my everyday metropolitan experience of code-switching and navigating class. I never
questioned how my physical, political, or culturally historic identities might shift in countries
devoid of familiar racial and ethnic boundaries. I did not anticipate the perception that the
“other” might have of me – of my American, my Black, or my womanist identities.
The self-imposed label I wear when I travel outside the United States has helped me cultivate
a heightened sense of awareness. Extensive travel has given me just enough experience with
being the “other” that I’ve come to assume – depending on circumstance and expectation – one
of two identities: the “imposing other” or the “invisible other.” As the imposing other – a state
of overt being used when traveling to places that seldom encounter people who look like me –
I operate as a sought-after visual attraction or commodity. In contrast, when I am the invisible
other I am allowed to blend into the visual landscape as a result of an affinity, a commonality
of cultural or geopolitical identity or visual resemblance.
In 2004, at age forty-six, I left my career in school administration and began teaching art at
both the high school and the college level. In 2005, on a travel grant to study at La Meridiana,
Italy, I met members of an African dance troupe from Burkina Faso, the eldest of whom greeted
me saying, “You are of me.” In that moment I knew that I would somehow find my way to Africa.
I was curious to explore what belonging meant, how I might encounter it, and if I would recognize it. If given the opportunity to belong, would it inform my identity as I hoped?
That fall an unexpected opportunity fell into my lap: to travel to Ghana, West Africa, with
friend, colleague, and mentor Winnie Owens-Hart. We were invited to stay with her friend,
internationally renowned Kente master weaver Gilbert “Bobbo” Ahiagble. We lived with
Bobbo for just under three months at his teaching compound, American Village, during the
summer of 2006. Bobbo made arrangements for Winnie and me to learn the traditional pottery
techniques used by the women potters in the village of Kuli in the Upper Volta Region.
Negotiations with the village chief and his wife in the Ewe language eventually led to our
being granted unprecedented permission to go among the people and study. Arrangements
were made for the use and storage of clay, purchase of firewood, and reimbursement of lost
farming wages to the women who had agreed to teach us. After careful scrutiny of our intentions
and purpose for wanting to come into the village, our agreement was locked in place and we
were each matched with a master teacher. Five hours a day, five days a week for a little over
nine weeks, we traveled into Kuli for instruction. We were also granted permission to take
notes, video record, and conduct audio interviews, which required an interpreter.
Lifetime conditioning had instilled in me untruths about Africans (backward, barbaric, and
savage) that had negatively influenced my expectations about travel to Africa. In this remote
village I was surprised to find responsible, committed potters – women unwilling to allow their
tradition to die, who insisted on carrying forward the practice of teaching all the girls in the
village to work with clay. Recognition of this contradiction between my fears of the encounter
and the reality of it opened me up to the possibility that other contradictions might exist.
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Pots in Kuli.

I was often mistaken for a Ghanaian because of how I look – dark complexion, facial features,
and body type – and I made every effort to fit in. I wore a head covering made from cloth purchased from the local market and created wrap skirts like the ones I saw the other women wear.
But with no history, no prior relations, and no extended connections, I did not belong – nor did
I have any claim to having ever belonged. Instead, these superficial trappings only solidified my
differences, which served to mark me as the invisible other.
Travel gear – camera, computer equipment, notebook, special clothing – all signal to the
locals the unmistakable label of foreigner, tourist, and vacationer. In West Africa, a place where
I so deeply wanted to belong and had traveled so far to visit in search of some lost part of myself,
I felt all the obvious connectors: ancestry, cultural origins, and social traditions. Yet I stuck out
as an American, and without hesitation I was always greeted by the Ghanaians with “you are
welcome,” a greeting extended to the lost Africans taken from their homeland. At first this
greeting left me somewhat perplexed, especially after being referred to as a “white woman” by
the locals in the village of Denu. Winnie and I were in the store, waiting our turn to purchase
dry goods, and the shopkeeper told her regulars that the “white people” should go first and they
should wait until we were served … to which everyone in the
store laughed. That experience shed new light on how much on
the outside I was, and I was quietly angered. From the beginning
I had felt a warmth in my interactions and casual connections.
However, after that comment, I felt confused. I looked African,
yet I did not possess the right combination of indicators – behavior, attitude, gesture, or gait – to identify me as a true African.
The deeper into the interior of the country I traveled, the more
I was forced to accept my differences, which allowed me to understand that I was too far removed from my roots to have any
other experience. Despite superficial appearances, I was always
recognized and treated like an American, and I began to adopt
the behavior of an American, giving myself full permission to
cast the gaze (through the camera lens or without) of the “other.”
I behaved with full authority, with intention to appropriate, to
fully embrace my status (not to do so would have been injurious
to my psyche) and to treat circumstances as they were presented
to me. For instance, I was expected to freely take pictures without seeking permission from any individual, because it was
understood that gaining access to the village meant general permission – even an expectation – to capture images of people. Requests, bordering on demands,
to take photos of families were a constant distraction that often interfered with documenting
the pottery process. There were a few occasions in Kuli when it normally would have felt inappropriate to photograph partially nude women, because to my feminist mind it would have
constituted exploitation. Making these sorts of decisions signaled a definite but subtle shift, a
movement away from my inward reactions to a more formalized duty of capturing, documenting, and appropriating.
This change in position, from making the effort to operate with affinity to operating with
impunity, seemed strangely natural and resulted in an internal power shift. Looking through
the lens at people granted me authority and dominion over decisions about selection. All of a
sudden I had the sole responsibility for identifying what was or was not camera-worthy. I stumbled upon this power by sheer accident, and without considering the implications, I began to
objectify the people, perhaps on some level to exploit their “otherness,” taking full advantage
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of my authority. This unspoken authority allowed me to enact a transference of the “other.”
The people of Kuli were now the others, and I was free to see them as different from me.
Thus, although I had begun as the “invisible other,” I was never completely invisible.
At times I wished for a cloak of invisibility just so that I could know the normalcy
of experiences and interactions in the village. My physicality loomed large,
and no matter what I did, I was seen, studied, examined, and assessed.
In 2010 I had another opportunity to study with indigenous potters,
this time in the village of Raqchi in the Andes Mountains of Peru.
I lived in the home of Erma Rodriguez and learned traditional
pottery-making from her. I did not have a translator or
Quechua language guidebook, so I shadowed Erma
every day in silence. Living with Erma and her family
resulted in mutual observation: I studied her, she
watched me. No verbal exchange between us.
If she was curious about me, I was unaware.
Her focus and effort were devoted entirely
to what I perceived as the preservation
of her way of life, which centered
around making and selling
pottery and around her
family, including her
three daughters.
Since I was
treated as a
family member, I was not
functioning strictly
in the capacity of a
tourist. I felt the effects
of being Black, with the
universal perception of loss
of power, and a kinship of sisterhood with Erma, which made me
feel invisible. I knew that I was given
permission to have an insider’s gaze; however, Erma and I seldom strayed from our
arrangement: I was the “other,” there to observe.
I am not sure if I could separate out the nuances
that convinced me that I was an outsider – one who
was allowed to gaze within a closed community – or if I
was part of a staged “for the public” experience, where everything I witnessed was calculated and planned, allowing me to
visually embrace a traditional experience that was convincingly real.
In this situation my race, gender, and national origin were less significant
than the fact that I was there as a paying client and to that degree was owed
an experience that I paid for.
My being at Erma’s and the income gained as a result may have allowed her
to purchase something extra, as simple as dry goods. Erma had, under lock and key,
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a fifty-pound sack of elbow macaroni, which we ate in at least one meal daily. Erma’s ability to
afford her family that food choice seemed precious to her. But the one time that I asked Erma to
share a drink that I had purchased, she took a sip but did not drink it. From this I surmised that
the Rodriguez family had a handle on the tension of the experience that I still think about today.
Not until a few days before my departure was I exposed to the huge volume of tourists
who traveled daily to visit the ancient ruins surrounding the village. I never suspected until
then that the catalyst behind pottery production in Raqchi was tourism. The pottery collective
was in fact a savvy business venture designed to market their unique product, Raqchi pottery,
which had shifted from utilitarian objects to commercial trinkets. Ceramic whistles, miniature
lidded bowls, mugs, and plates were sold in the plaza, along with textiles. In the marketplace, I
sensed what I would describe as the natural tension that exists between the seller and the buyer,
between the seller getting what the product is worth and the discount many tourists expect.
The daily decisions that pit holding on to the values and mores that make up the essence of
culture – food, language, tradition, belief systems – against embracing the new, are experienced
by many indigenous communities. During my stay in Peru I was painfully aware of, and fearfully
dependent upon, not disrupting in any way our collective and mutual, if temporary, investment
in goodwill, the cohesive ingredient maintained by everyone I met. The tension I felt was a
primal acknowledgment of a familiar sort of disease that exists between those who have power
(or the appearance of it) and those who do not (or the assumption that they don’t). This is a
dynamic that is familiar to me and spelled out daily because of gender, class, and ethnicity.
Seen or unseen, visible or invisible, I am changed by my new understanding of the deeply
complex and layered role of the “other.” The impact on my teaching has been profound. I
bring my global travel experiences into the classroom – a shift away from lesson plans structured
entirely around technique or the principals of art. I now play down the artist as celebrity and
replace it with the history of
entire peoples. Consequently,
the people, geography, iconography, technique, marketing,
and economics make learning
about pottery relevant and
new. Teaching in this way
to beginners inserts a global
narrative into what has
become a narrow and often
limiting set of learning
boundaries. Broadening
the conversation to include
the pottery styles of the
“other” helps to remove
preconceptions and limitations
embedded both in people and
in our field.
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